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Quality of Life

Speaking of quality assurance, }lank Bersani stated in a recent IASI{
newsletter: "We must turn to indicators of presence and participation in !be
community, developing interpersonal relationships with others without
disabilities. personal choice and self-determination." (October 1988, p. 2). An
underlying theme of many recent discussions on opportunities for persons
with disabilities has been consumer satisfaction and quality; particularly,
quality as it relates to individual preferences, opportunities, and Outcomes.

Quality k one of the key words of the eighties quality and excellence. From
In Search I-Hr Excellente (Peters and Waterman, 1982) right through to Peters'
latest book, Thri,ig on Chaos, resounding messages ring out: quality makes
a difference, quality brings profit, quality work conditions contribute to quail!),
products, the quality edge, the market for (pain), people will pay more for
quality.

Excellent firms don't believe in excellence only in constant
improvement and constant chance (Peters. 1988, p.

Rehabilitation facilities that arc interested in maintaining and expanding
markets rnLy once again learn from the business quality movement. By
studying the movement, facilities should be better able to understand how to
advance the quality of living of persons with disabilities. Both the current
business and community integration/supported employment movements focus
on quality work conditions, employee job satisfaction, and creative ways of
constantly improving. The connections between the two movements also
bridge management concerns with quality of rehabilitation programs, preparing
iar change, and improving conditions fo- persons with disabilities who are
both the consumers and the providers of services funneled through
rehabilitation agencies. As Ann McLaughlin. Secretary of 1 ahnr, staled last
May, "producing quality goods and services requires a quality workforce'.
(1988, p. 8.).

The following excerpts from recent publications are presented to assist with an
understanding of how orgaiiii:eimal quality affeets markets and services. } low
organizational quality influences the lives of persons with disabilities is then
examined,



Advice on Quality

From The Winning Performance: How America's
High-growth Illid.size Companies Succeed (Clifford and
Cavanagh, 198;1:

The best companies set m to contain a special renewal
ingrcdient.,.dynamic adaptability -- a restless drive that permwtes the
organization and asserts that the job is never done; that no product,
service or function is ever good enough; that the search for more, new
and beater must go on (p. ')O).

...They have an unusually clear vision of their distinctive roles...they
have an acute sense of the basis of their competitive advantage (p. 90).

Good, small companies have sonic of the hest organizations you'll find
anywhere because they have so little structure and formality. There are
only two things that matter: the quality and motivation of the people,
and the validity and power of their common goal... the trick of bigness
is to keep a diverse, often dispersed group of personalities working
together productivelv so they can succeed in the infinitely varied
activities.... (p. 74).

Four general themes... run through the culture in most of the w inning
performers: earned respect, evangelical ical an honest enthusiasm... a
habit of dealing people in the tradition of communicating just about
everything to everybody in the organization and a vn.!v, of prof it mti
wealth-creation as inevitable by- products of doing other things well
14).

...having successful customers.. (is) the ompan most important
ohjective(s) (p. 10(0.

()Inpany

I . Attract and motivate people of rare cornixiente and character v, hose
capabilities fit the need,.; of the business and whose personalities fit
its culture and thereby lend themselves to collaboration,

2. Communicate a cow-astern message of corporate values, rktectives,
and ways of doing things across growing geographic, personality and
functional gaps;
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3. Nurture a deep-felt ambition and determination to be outstanding --
even while the connection between the individual tasks and the
overriding mission of the corporation becomes harder to
comprehend; and,

4. Keep changing things, often dramatically. in anticipation of and in
response to developments in the outside world arid to new ideas
generated inside (p. 76).

In reference to the winning companies,

They keep divisions small. They break divisions into profit centers....
They drive toward clear financial objectives._ They pay for business
success.... They foster values that support innovation and individual
freedom (p. 83).

Consider Quality Cire groups of employees meeting regularly to
identify, analyze and soive quality concerns.

Our top priority is caring more. This is our only Nosiness (p. 9-4),

From one of the top ten winners, the "Cray Style":

first, quality. -- In products, working encironment, people, tools,
components... the ;oinpany has dec:idcd to cmphasite quality in every
aspect of its work. Second, informality third, fun...fourth,
professionalism "pc( tlie are treated like and act like professionals :and]
trust each other to do their jobs well. and with the highest technical
standards- and then, finally: ac hicvement and the creativity of individuals

Ready for further isdotn? More, from Thriving on Chaos:

I. III A111!.CIL',, \kith a population of ')(11., '.pork in small
tams of :so people or less

2. There is a trend tow -ands subcontracting.

There is a coming, age of reductionim: the Japanese passion for
smallness.



4. New markets demand flexibility and speed.

5. Only 3404 of the major technical innovations come from giant
firms.

6. With large corporations it is more difficult to risk and large firms are
burdened by high costs of internal coordination.

7. One need is to retrain employees -- to increase the value of labor.

8. The winning look: flatter, more autonomous units; differentiation
with niche markets; quality consciousness; service-consciousness.
Organizations are more responsive and faster at innovation, with
highly trained, flexible employees.

9. Organizations need a tolerance for failures, encouraging innovation;
a porous organization listening intently to its customers; a
flexibility through "empowered people prescript;ons" -- based upon
high involvement, minimal hierarchy, and increased rewards based
upon new performance parameters (quality and responsiveness).
Think about creating rather than sharing markets.

10. Capitalize on the small distinctions between one's product and
others.

11. Quality equals profit.

12. Consumers are willing to pay 50% more for quality.

13. Most quality systems fail for one of two reasons: they have systems
without passion or passion ,,itticut S'yNkirtS.

14. Quality should be measured should begin at the outset of the
program measurements and should he visible; quality should be
rewarded

15. Quality improvement is the primary wurce of cost reduction.

16. Quality should be recognized as a virtue - something to be sought
for its own sake -- not just a profitable strategy.
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These books also provide some ads ice on what not to do:

Don't adopt a review and evaluation process [that isj so cumbersome...
don't fear ovc r competition... don't overcontrol people or abandon them.
(Clifford and Cavanagh, p. 88).

Peters (19148), in discussing how to package quality, urges
careful monitoring, the right pacing, the right mix, and
balance -- the wrong combination can miss the mark.

Quality and Community Integration

Is it any wonder, with the societal emphasis on quality, that professionals in
the rehabilitation field and others assisting persons with disabilities arc also in
the midst of "quality" discussions? -Quality of life" has been and remains a
key component of the community integration/community living movement.

Some of the basic issues related to supported employment, community
integrated environments, community living, independent living, and least
restrictive environments originate from a focus on quality of life and quality of
work. The issues involve how to affect societal change so that persons with
disabilities are afforded the same rights and opportunities as are non-disabled
persons.

The community integration movement is interested in achieving something
beyond independent living, community work, or more normalized experiences.
The heart of the movement is to obtain the conditions necessary for true
acceptance and integration of all persons. Commitments have been made
focused on discovering ways to humanize services, equalize status, socially
integrate, and achieve 'social role valorization" (Wolfensberger,I983) -- or to
arrange conditions so that people with disabilities are valued
members of communities -- to achieve conditions so that friendships
with persons with disabilities, persons with differing mental abilities, persons
with differing physical capabilities or emotional strengths and weaknesses are
valued, encouraged, explored, and a part of everyday life.

Empowerment

One major tenet of the quality of life movement is the right of freedom of
choice, or empowerment. As Burton Blatt has stated: 'Is anything more central
than being free -- simply being free? Retarded people can live, can have
meaningful lives only if they arc free. In this regard, they are no different
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from the rest of us" (1988, p. 327). Yet, the regulation that has occurred and
is still occurring, the restrictions that have been placed on activities, privacy,
time away from residential living quarters, and participation in community
activities all contradict empowerment. This is not to say, however, that many
of these regulations have not served a purpose.

Regulations sometimes have been added to influence quality. One such
regulation involves the length of time betc7en breakfast and lunch. That
regulation has meant not only that individuals have a protected experience of
"spaced meals" approaching the most desirable eating schedule, but that
persons in intermediate '.are. facilities have had to rise at 7:00 each mornim*,
even on weekends, in order to meet this regulation. That is hardly a normal or
empowcing way of conducting one's life.

Other regulations or testi-I.:Innis have had economy and planning for a group :Ls
their basis. Limited use of vans, and carefully scheduled "field trips" to
community centers, shopping malls and last food eNtahlishnicrits fall into this
latter category.

Empowerment, by definition reflects an individuali/cd focus on a
person-by-person basis. Systems and prorrams within those systems need to
be restructured and Tee xamined in light of what service delivery nuxleis make
sense, Both decision-making and eNptricnk:ing the results of one's decisions are
a part of everyday life for most persons. Deciding whether to eat at
MacDonald's or Burger King decnbng v. hen to co to the mall, what stores to
visit, and whether to go ss ith a friend or alone is normal. Experiencing the
effects of overspending a budget also is normal. Providing opportunities for
persons with disabilities to have these experiences is sometimes in direct
conflict with previous poln. ies, policies such as "carefully and consistently
providing help and support,"

One technique that has been used to pwvide the indR 'dual w ith the need to be
responsiOle for him/herself and to C1;1).:.riorice the ell ects or his/her choices has
been "shadowing" or walk_ hiss; from a distance to enure safety and reduce
risks. That technique ha.r been used tran,portation Thus riding)
training. It also can be effective for other community activities. Other
techniques also are available to pro% ide ire oppontinilis for :hone and
community interaction, while still providing appropriate !.aleguards,

Empowerment as a titrjhl}' of life \ Las ha< been (Ter:limn:lb/L.,' by Keith,
Hol 1 nun ( 19',-sl+ by c( the deree of environmental

control, amount of ' ?elal inter,iti(!1 and v:irk.ty
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This structure provides a possible framework for measuring quality. In the
=2 of "regulated meals", an example of a quality standard is: "the individual
shall be given choices concerning meals and mealtimes, and the option of
providing one's own meal." Such a standard provides a better indicator of
quality than a standard such as "four hours will elapse between meals," a
standard which at first reading may appear to be just as beneficial. To
facilitate quality development, many previous practices need to be examined
under the same microscope that located the difficulties with "spaced or
regulated meals."

Empowerment also is up to the individual. Agencies can promote or crigi.
empowerment through providing opportunities and structuring learning s that
individuals gain practice and experience making effective choices; however, the
ultimate choices and opportunities to direct one's own life rest with the
individual.

The bottom line with quality for people who have ied restricted lives involves
expanding their environmental control, social interaction, and access to the
community. Rehabilitation facilities have bLen taking actions to assure
greater access to the community. Expanded provisions for supported and
transitional employment arc a part of this involvement. Within rehabilitation
facilities changes have been made in administrative structures, the use of
personnel, marketing, and planning. Because rehabilitation facilities have
extensive experience in providing quality services, negotiating with state
agencies, and working with employers as well as coordinating with residential
providers they are in an ideal position to expand their role as "quality
coordinators."

Friendship

Another wait' assumption of die quality of life movement is that friendships
and meaningful social interactions add to one's quAity of life. "Joshua circles"
(Pcrskc, 198) refer to one such structure that has been implemented to break
down walls and make significant changes in the lives of persons with
disabilities through eNtablishing friends:lip networks. With Joshua circles,
friends, not staff, are the persons who assist. who arc there to share things
with, who spend time with persons who have disabilities. With Joshua
circles, problems are solved through a "friendship" and not a bureaucratic
mindset. Friends help with job,. family, tsop:il and monetary concerns.

laugh tycthcr, go pla.cs SuL h support
the 'I'll !rwnd..,14 c..nh. :a! all
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The friendship model of assisting rm.:..ons with disabilities originated in
Europe. In Switzerland. in small communities, Nop le help each other out in
a natural, less orchestrated way, creating places for people to fit into society,
with staff "living with and among the handiearik.d !persons], not simply being
their caretakers" MiCIL'ary, IQ85 p 2(y4). With the friendship orientation,
individual dif fcren,. es are rek.cTI1171..d, ae knowledged, and dealt with - work is
adapted, expeeLitions are adjte.tir.d. inkftvidulired and collaborative
el forts are encouraged.

'This concept of quality of life goes far bevond measures of wages, hours
winked, or commilnity integration. While these former measures may be
important, the L'enter of quality. of life fr iii the friendship persNc. live is on
individual relationshtps and ..lutihty 01 intera..tions -- feeling valued, accepted,
and a part of mgong, da to day. Me. Many individuals have valued
friendships within sltlt,Acti wink V10.0 .11n,;. Maintaining friendships and
avoiding isolation a:, iddals nos,, inn the ...ortimunipy arc concerns,
which if not addressed, could 1,:,Ad n dissansf i ion and a reduced standard of
living. Cav, !n! monitomg. plaioling and programming for social
devehypment are needed and c:innot he 1, it b Litall..c as persons trarbation into

C111p1(t)11h.sla.

Many direct training stall in ao have t'celi parhcipating in after
work Nocial 'mplo)ces. These staff, given
information on hov, to tv-,,r,t Ificn.oi,.; (In the Joh" iChadscy-Rusch,
19M), can Frocccd to further de \e lop and str.:tq,rhen friendship opportunities.

On Being Valued

liercovn IQX;), tih others, has des, ribed the mar..gip...11 stzituS of
persons %kith disandan.s. and in partft 'liar, persons with mental retardation,

(1,(.1:t has- rt.1.;';, :1 to Ntiiir;UN i'l1'ii'L.111141, RIC.' WW1/4j deSCr
SCi4filCHiN of V%;111 :h not needed A:;.tnillng to this theory, however,
even thou,Th ,,urplaN in, arc de% al,icd, they are central to maintaining
certain feature , of the ar are pair_ 013.- ode they assist
kith is the pc,iai in,L;;;,,c,...; and NA, \ ,,ys.1.(111S,
systenis h their "%I-ten, e rr 0.,, stains of others and

Hi I, rrc Cie ',I.; I lef0',' available Scull
( 197 . 11,.0 r ai,o'rateir pee, 'le "being in the

Oft,, 1`37 assd the
111dr-1.1.+.:11-, ii1 ,t'..!tf.'

i. r
; lli,tr iii the.



Bcrcovici, in Barriers to Normalization.. The Restrictive Management of
Retarded Persons (1983), provided direct examples of the small social syc.tems
which have been created in communities. These systems are quite diffe.ren,
from other subcultures found in society at large and the members of these
systems often arc stigmatized by obvious physical or mental handicaps.
Geiger (1975) has suggested that in order to understand these persons, it is
necessary to understand the effects of lifetime societal supervision -- the
surveillance or control of the state and its agents to which certain populations
are subjected,

In improving the quality of lives for persons with disabilities, one way to get
"great gains" is to search for opportunities that, without question, enhance
their status. An example of such an opportunity is Project Vital, a project
which trains ix-rsons with developmental disabilities to he part of video
production crews. Additionally, Propel Vital has develope.1 television shows
interviewing persons with disabilities on their "Dreams and Wishes" and has
developed television shows based on their interests, needs and coneerns. Alan
Dachman, Director of that project, has stated: "Persons with disabilities Wive
to come out. There is nothing wrong with being disabled." People, all people,
need to hear this message and start believing it,

The Relationship of Friendship, Being Valued and Fropioer-
ment to Supported Emplonient

How do friendship and empowerment relate to suppiirted employment and
overall quality of work? If these conditions were to he measured with quality
of work, then questionnaires or observations of one-to-one interactions and
group interactions would be useful. Questions about topics discussed,
emotions 4,1ired, advice given and sought would be inclutksl. Significant
mhos cmpioycp. parent.s or guardians, siblings, courisclors, tr.untis, freers,
and flicrids nirt.dit c.orc-ributc aluahk itdortii:Ition individuai!, quality of
Me, -1 salt` by ,set -- re, ognizmg, the nee .(1 ,r some sulmide Xid privacy

eras Una' with oilier., could l),' a l ills i inTortar0 riu.a.,drc

At wtak,persons v.tio arc: wrIl ac.ceptcd and v.due,land pciv,Tp; V, hi 11'.'e a
quality work experiLnp. e are Rel.) to feel re Tick.i and tit fk iilde to :-harc joKes
UI pctsofil its. to contribute 'valuable
infoimAtiou oil work as well a.)11 '.,prs.Tif 10 follow
and ol'ennif Ilion of A olk tasks. lc-re likely 14) 1-K.: 1111 01\ ed rn

l!ic; Live son.: Iv in Owl! v,ork ta.,..k.;,

1.vo iking. tt.rili)Iloir, and !won- career plans. Persons with quality work

9
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experiences have enough experience to have developed preferences and to
recognize opportunities to increase work satisfaction so that the quality of
their work experience continues to evolve.

Of course in the evolvement of this quality work experience, things will
fluctuate. As conditions change and gains are made in one area, it is likely that
dissatisfactions will emerge in another area. So, what is of foremost concern
is not the "still picture" but rather the pattern over a period of months or
years.

Definitive studies of friendships in a variety of work environments have not
yet been conducted, however, the only really fair test is to give individuals
experiences across environments and then ask them to evaluate the experiences
or indicate their preferences. Recent discussion of qualitative methods (Biklen
and Moseley, 1988) provide the background information on techniques which
could combine interviews and observations to better understand individual
preferences and how friendship preferenzes fit into more global work and
environmental preferences.

Perhaps supported employment will be a part of the vehicle to obtain valued
conditions, perhaps transitional employment, or work adjustment or valued
work at a segregl..ed site will be the means. What is critical, however, is
having options and adding supported employment adds options.

Choice and Work

Choice at work involves, among other things, choice concerning one's values
about work -- is money more important than the type of work one does? Will
working with friends, or at a convenient location or with a well-liked
employer be more important than wages or benefits? For persons without
disabilities, the criteria or conditions for satisfaction varies and even fluctuates
for the individual as the employee adjusts and adapts to new situations over
time. It is logical to assume that such fluctuation also occurs for person!: who
have littL: or no verbal ability and have difficulty communicating preferences
or for other persons with disabilities who, for whatever reason, are not
communicating their preferences. (These reasons could include lack of training
or experiences with preferences, trained passivity, fear, or lack of awareness).

A recent work satisfaction survey of 23,000 respondents conducted by
Psyehaoi,y Ilea for per,;oe', and
bencriis ranked 11:110-,C1 17 aid lf.", oat of ic.e 1!;,,r the

following were rail'v.c..;1;;It7 (1, "" .;
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a chance to do something that makes me feel good about myself
a chance to accomplish something worthwhile
chances to learn new things
opportunity to develop skills and abilities
the amount of freedom I have on the job

The study also reported that two-thirds of the respondents were unwilling to
accept a higher-paying job if it meant less interesting work.

A Review of Quality of Work Life for Persons IS ithout Disabi-
lities: What is important?

Quality of work is a subset of the larger dimen,ion, quality of life. Work can
dramatically affect one's overall quality of life, due not only to the number of
hours one spends working, but also due to I) the affiliation, identity and
satisfaction one gains from One's work: 2) the contribution of wages to buying
power and opportunities to participate more fully in desired activities: and, ,1)
the opportunities provided to learn and gain social skills which transfer to
other areas of life.

"Quality of work hfe" is a phrase which or 1!2.1 nat.01 with General Motors and
the united Auto Workers to del ine the degree of satisfaction an employee has
with the work process Kern,( Riley, and Jones 19X7). Quality of work life
refers to "the degree to which members of a Work organisation arc able to
satisfy important personal needs through their experiences in the organization"
(I Jackman & Stride. 1977, p. 4). Basic ingrediens include (presented in an
unranked order):

A (kg Ual0 and fair compenatiOn.
Safe and healthy environmeors,
Devt..lopment of human
Grow th and se4.

Social integration,
Constitutionalism (rlie ri,:fits of the worker and how tlie,e rrOits can be
protected).
"I he total hie space (the balanced role ()I work in ones Met.
Social relc!vanLe (when organisations av t in socially irresponsible ways,
employees depreciate the value tit their work and careers

fl,rrknran and Suttle further stigr.k. si that the quality of work life and
orgamtational click tivene,,s are interdependent; change in needs or ex pe- Laborts
in one can bane a major impact on the other. In differences, including
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differences in backgrounds, also affect one's perception of the quality of work
life.

The literature on quality of work for persons without disabilities contains
many references to Maslow's "Hierarchy of Needs" (Maslow,I954),
McGregor's "Theory X and 1" (McGregor, 1966) and Herzberg's "Theory of
Motivation" (Herzberg, 1968). A newer theory which also has played a
significant part in promoting new conceptualizations of employee satisfaction
has been advanced by an American researcher of Japanese origin, William
Ouchi (Ouchi, 1981).

Maslow's hierarchy of needs is built upon the premise. that needs must be
adequately satisfied at each level before an individual moves on to consider
higher level needs. The five levels of Maslow's hierarchy are: basic existence,
safety (shelter and security), social needs/needs for affiliation, esteem needs
(activities that recognized their contribution to groups), and self-actualization
(growth or the need for achievement).

McGregor articulated the difference between classical management, Theory X,
which states that there is no satisfaction in work itself and that employees
must be tightly controlled since they are not enthusiastic about work and
Theory Y which maintains that workers exercise self-direction and seek
responsibility when motivated.

Herzberg's theory, also known as the motivator-hygiene theory, bases
motivation on two factors: 1) those issues and activities that prevent
dissatisfaction but do not motivate employees to actually grow; and 2) issues
and activities which provide an impetus for growth. Herzberg postulated that
secondary issues related to employment (hygiene issues) such as working
conditions and safety form one category and issues central to one's work
responsibilities belong to a separate category (motivators). Herzberg argued
that when economic rewards and lower-level needs arc not met they bc.come
hygiene factors and deterrents to motivation and productivity. Although some
controversy surrounds I lerzberg's work, his theory has been instrumental in
promoting the need to build motivators into jobs.

Ouchi's "Theory Z", based upon McGregor's work, suggests that organizations
which are the most productive are egalitarian. Furthermore, these organizations
have employees who participate fully in running the company and have leaders
who exhibit subtle concern fur interpersonal relations.

1 2 k)



When considering quality of work, it is also important to attend to changes in
employee needs and concerns over time. Hackman and Suttle (1977) have
reported upon the following major stages and processes in development of
careers:

1. The exploration stage.
2. The establishment stage, including getting started, and first jobs, and

socialization by boss, peers, and subordinates, and the reality shock of
what the work is really like.

3. Times of leveling off, transfer, and/or promotion.
4. During granting of tenure when feelings of being accepted by an

organization may arise or a crisis of reassessment may occur.
5. The maintenance stage (mid-career: growth; late-career: psychological

preparation for retirement and deceleration in momentum),
6. The decline stage (formal preparation for retirement, learning to accept a

reduced role, and accommodations to family and community.

Quality and Rehabilitation Facilities

In this era of quality concerns, the role of rehabilitation facilities has shifted
from a focus on protectionism to providing exemplary services and creating
exciting new opportunities. Rehabilitation facilities which "were there" for
adults with disabilities during times of limited resources and attention, arc
becoming increasingly involved with innovation and the provision of effective
services resulting in desired outcomes (e.g., good wages and working
conditions, and integrated, competitive employment).

In evaluating the role of facilities, attention should be focused on both their
evolvement and the array of services which they have provided and continue to
provide. Recent critics have lumped together all services provided by
rchabilit.aiion facilities undei the umbrella of "sheltered workshops" (Moore,
Mc Culler & Salzburg, 1988). As Joe Campbell, Director of Incentive
Community Enterprises in Massachusem, has pointed out in a discussion of
NISH contracts: "Often the facilities developed a capacity for providing stable,
highly paid work opportunities to clients" (1988, p. 194), The role of the
Commission on Accreditation of Rehabilitation Facilities and their demanding
performance standards should also be acknowledged. During the 1960's and
1970's with implementation of the accreditation standards, many
improvements were made in facilities and many programs strengthened. These
standards are continually being revised to continue reaching toward
contemporary standards of excellel
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In retrospect, facilities pieced together opportunities for supervision and
training even when resources were limited. As facilities developed their
industrial capacity and obtained more sophisticated contracts, there was more
emphasis on work productivity and, of necessity, on meeting quotas required
to maintain an adequate supply of work that scarce resources could be further
stretched to improve work conditions and enhance work as a rehabilitation
modality.

Over the years, work conditions for persons with disabilities sometimes
improved through investment in new equipment, better trained personnel,
better supervision, better contacts with employers and the community and
better communication with decision makers at all levels. Such changes often
contributed to the quality of work life. Such improvements in work
conditions, however, fell short of creating optimal improvements in the
quality of work or quality of life of a. employee with disabilities. Fur
example, individual rehabilitation plans, a concept borrowed from education,
were developed to fit existing conditions, with limitations necessarily imposed
by legislation, funding !reams, financial structures, work opportunities, the
physical layout of the workshop and existing contracts.

The provision of approved programs w ith long-term support and ongoing
supervision has radically altered the conceptualization of possibilities for
employment and the individuals for w hum community employment may be
possihle. The movement also has helped to lift the "cap" on wages for
persons with severe disabilities. What may well have been impossible to
achieve v 'thou' the assistan,:e of one-to-one supervision, may he very
obtainable with such assistance. In practice, then, greater opportunities now
:ire available, increasing the likL.Iihood of a good match between individual
needs ;Ind and individual went :ind empowerment.

The fo, us on qualii>, along miegiation mos.enicnt, has
provided an opportunity to 'dream,' to attempt to reinme intellectual and
other presupposed barriers and to struAtire 1,1/4as to achieve quality without
previously sct limitations. Rehabilitation facilities, with greater resources and
opportunities today, are challenged to demonstrate quaht) el lets and quality
results quality in terms of meaningful outcomes for persons with
disabilities. higher wages, better km. I more integration, more acceptance
and more empowerment arc the key issues.

Many staff from rehabilitation hcilities }not; been in the forefront in
enhaueini.4 both work and f!eneral living conditions for persons with
disabilities through upgrading work experiences and concerned case
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management coordination with residential providers. Rehabilitation facilities.
by adding supported and other community employment options, and by
working closely with employers, residential providers and schools in providing
transitional and other community employment have the capabilities of
furthering dreams. Rehabilitation facilities also have been the primary
agencies providing supported and other community -based placements for
persons with disabilities and as such are in the position to bring about desired
change (Edelstein, 1988).

NARF's Position and Involvement

In continuing to represent rehabilitation facilities, NAM' is attentive to both
the high quality programs which have been provided these past twenty years
and the innovative; practices of today. NARF also is mindful of the
responsiveness of rehabilitation facilities. NARF advocates for the continued
involvement or rehabilitation facilities as the primary providers of
rehabilitation employment services,

New technologies, advancements in corn irate development, and the
progressive changes in the lives of persons Who are disabled all point to what
can be accomplished. Facilities Nhould he able to provide services of
increasingly higher quality through attention to the continuing progress in
these areas. Facilities have often been at the forefront in empowering
individuals as employment has opened doorways to richer and fuller iives for
adults with many capabilities as well as disabilities. Facilities also will gain
the competitive edge and enhance their credibility through increasing
empowerment and providing opportunities for better wages and better working
condition.

NARY' supports facilities moving ;-to positions of greater leadership by
responsible teachi iy and by ex r and SystrnatiC ef!orts
that encourage decision making ;fiat is done by and not for individuals with
disabilities. NARF strongly urges facilities to continue to reline their
programs and services and to take advantage of the new community awareness,
additional resources, and copanding employ went options. In so doing, NARF
recommend,, that facilities not neglect populations they have been serving
effectively, even with the current pressure to fi)cus on individuals with severe
disabilities. Facilities have an obligation to continue to do what they have
done well and to improve those things they can do better.
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